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Hermine won’t stop messing with us

By Matt Rocheleau

GLOBE STAFF  SEPTEMBER 08,  2016

The storm named Hermine won’t stop toying with us.

Thursday marked the fourth straight day that the former hurricane has lingered, spinning in circles

off the coast of our drought-stricken region, delivering mostly a steady stream of promising-looking

clouds but little rain.

Forecasters expect the pesky storm’s weak remnants will

continue to mock us for yet another day before it flees to

sea Friday.

Most places in the area have gotten just one-quarter to a

half inch of rain since Hermine arrived Monday, Lenore

Correia, meteorologist at the National Weather Service

bureau in Taunton, said Thursday. Nantucket hit the

jackpot with about 1.25 inches.

In Boston, “We’ve gotten some rain for each of the past two days,” she said. “But it’s been scattered

showers here and there.”

Normally, tropical storms and hurricanes that head up the coast pass through our region within a

day or two, if they make it to our area at all, and head out into the Atlantic.
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But stubborn Hermine is unusual in how she stalled out.

A high pressure system over New England has helped

block the storm from following a more typical route,

according to Correia. As of late Thursday morning, the

center of Hermine’s remnants was positioned just south of

the island of Nantucket, forecasters said.

But that’s about to change.

“We’re expecting it to move offshore completely tonight,”

said Correia. “The skies will start to fully clear by tomorrow — late morning probably.”

Good riddance, Hermine, and thanks for nothing.

--

The below video posted to YouTube by NASA shows NOAA satellite imagery of Hermine lingering

nearby from Sunday through Tuesday.

Satellite Sees Post-Tropical Cyclone Hermine Linger Over Northeastern U.S.
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Get Today’s Headlines from the Globe in your inbox:

And this image below shows Hermine’s remnants still taunting us as a swirl of clouds off Cape Cod

on Thursday at 9:30 a.m.

NASA/NOAA GOES PROJECT

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at matthew.rocheleau@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @mrochele
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Cape Cod boaters spot great white off Sandy Neck Beach

MORE...

The great white shark momentarily disappeared before jumping about 5 feet out of the

water.

F. Gorham Brigham Jr., a mainstay among Boston banking executives, dies at
101

MORE...

Mr. Brigham was the oldest living graduate of Harvard Business School and was described as “the

classic Boston gentleman.” 

Prosecutors don’t believe MS played role in Sweet Tomatoes crash

MORE...

The driver of a car that crashed into a Newton pizza restaurant and killed two people appeared

never to have hit his brakes. 

Woods Hole researchers find human skeleton aboard ancient Greek shipwreck

MORE...

DNA testing will be used to reveal secrets of the skeleton found aboard the Antikythera Shipwreck,

a ship that last sailed about 65 BC.

T could pour hundreds of millions into increasing Red Line capacity
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MORE...

An official said replacing 86 more cars — instead of overhauling them — and buying more vehicles

could improve the quality of service.

14-year-old killed by train was ‘a true friend to people’

MORE...

The ninth-grader was “a super-creative, super-smart kid,” his family said as they continue grieving

his death. 

In Colo., a look at life after marijuana legalization

MORE...

In November, Massachusetts voters are likely to consider a ballot question legalizing recreational

marijuana.

Rejecting opioids, pain patients find relief with marijuana
MORE...But the world of medical marijuana bears little resemblance to usual medical care.

KEVIN CULLEN

Counting your fish — and your blessings

MORE...

Travis Roy got a chance to go ocean fishing, despite being attached to a 600-pound motorized

wheelchair.

DEBATING QUESTION 3 | TUESDAY, 3 P.M.

Two sides of cage-free egg debate will face off

MORE...

Representatives from the Humane Society and the New England Brown Egg Council will argue the

merits of Question 3 Tuesday in a Globe-sponsored debate. 
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Kelly Ayotte’s foe isn’t just Maggie Hassan. It’s also history

MORE...

If the US senator loses reelection, she’ll be able pinpoint when it happened: when she won her first

term. 

The great rabbit pardon of 2016

MORE...

A Buddhist gardener felt sorry for rabbits being raised for slaughter at Codman Community Farms,

so she bought them — 135 rabbits in all.

Needing support from communities, builders pay for it

MORE...

Local backing for a development project often comes with a price tag, bought as easily as lumber or

drywall.

Bicyclist, 50, fatally struck by vehicle in New Hampshire
MORE...A 50-year-old cyclist was fatally struck by a vehicle on a New Hampshire highway on Monday afternoon.

Parents of Justina Pelletier sue Boston Children’s Hospital

MORE...

The teen spoke out at a press conference to announce a lawsuit against Boston Children’s Hospital

over her care. 

Somerville to offer tours of Prospect Hill Tower
MORE...A ribbon-cutting ceremony to celebrate the re-opening of the tower will take place Tuesday. 
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A medical collision with a child in the middle
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MORE...

Justina Pelletier has a metabolic disease. Or does she? With her parents and Children’s Hospital

deadlocked, she was placed in state custody.

‘Mermaid’ to go on display at Harvard museum — but she’s no Ariel

MORE...

The Peabody Museum’s “FeeJee Mermaid” will be brought out to celebrate the institute’s 150th

anniversary next month. 

Two Mass. schools ranked among top 10 colleges in US

MORE...

Move over Crimson; the Tigers are No. 1 on US News & World Report’s 2017 university rankings.

Supporters of recreational use of marijuana fill the Common

MORE...

Massachusetts voters will decide in November whether to legalize marijuana for recreational use.

SAT subject tests lose favor for colleges

MORE...

Amherst College, Dartmouth College, and Williams College have dropped the requirement in the

past year.

Maynard bomb threat ‘most likely a hoax,’ police say

MORE...

A town resident called police at around 6 p.m. to report a bag of shotgun shells on the sidewalk in front of her

house, police said in a statement.

Allston shooting leaves victim fighting for life
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GLOBE  SPECIAL  REPORT

The life and times of Strider Wolf
Stay  updated,  right  in your  news feed.

MORE...A man was shot Sunday night on Linden Street, according to Boston police. 

Business lobby holds new sway on Beacon Hill

MORE...

Associated Industries of Massachusetts, which has been business’s most effective lobbying group, has new clout

at the State House. 

Beer, politics, and a whole lot of tech talk at HUBweek

MORE...

HUBweek organizers are grappling with how to ensure the annual festival does not cater solely to

the business and academic elite.

Firm with spotty past regains state’s car inspection contract

MORE...

Applus Technologies Inc. was selected to provide testing equipment to more than 1,900 Mass.

inspection stations. 

The Marblehead healer with the magic touch
MORE...Nancy Torgove Clasby knows there may be skeptics who don’t believe in alternative healing. 

Howard E. Butt Jr., 89; left grocery empire for spiritual pursuits

MORE...

Mr. Butt advocated a role for the laity in improving the world through personal renewal within the

professions, the family, and the local church. 
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Read More

Families of murder victims seek help moving

MORE...

There is no formal program to assist families of homicide victims who want to move because they

fear for their own safety.

Memorial sculpture for child Holocaust victim damaged at Milton cemetery

MORE...

Two bronze Stars of David have been stolen from a memorial sculpture at Milton Cemetery for a girl killed in

the Holocaust, a crime the artist Monday denounced as a “despicable” act of hatred.

See the skeleton that researchers have discovered aboard an ancient Greek
shipwreck

MORE...The skeleton was found on the Antikythera Shipwreck, a Greek ship from 65 B.C.

Teamsters head pleads guilty in Top Chef case

MORE...

Five Teamsters members were accused of roughing up production crew members taping the Top

Chef television show in a case with ties to City Hall. 

Phillips Exeter sued over kicking out student who had sex

MORE...

The N.H. school is being sued by the parents of a 15-year-old boy, saying it was wrong to withdraw

their son after he had sex with another student.

Diver who died off Nahant Saturday identified as Danvers man
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MORE...Vinicius O. Vianna, 42, was an experienced diver and was certified as a rescue diver.

Harvard gives humanitarian award to Myanmar leader Aung San Suu Kyi

MORE...

The activist urged people to go out into the world and prove for themselves that hatred is rooted in

fear.

At BLS, how furor unfolded behind the scenes

MORE...

Concerns rose that the elite exam school was moving too slowly to address allegations about racism.

Somerville’s innovative new school plan garners a $10 million grant
MORE...The grant will help to open a new high school that won’t have grade levels or traditional courses. 

EVAN HOROWITZ | QUICK STUDY

Heroin, prescription opioids form especially toxic mix in Mass.

MORE...

A substantial and spiking number of overdoses in Massachusetts involves both heroin and

prescription drugs.

Duxbury oysters have their day

MORE...

Through much trial and error, oyster beds were sown and eventually flourished, and today a wave

of oyster growers is flooding Duxbury. 

JFK: 50 YEARS LATER

Robert F. Kennedy saw conspiracy in JFK’s assassination

MORE...

Robert F. Kennedy took on some of the Kennedy Administration’s hardest tasks, ones that created

dangerous foes, and after the assassination, RFK wondered if one of them had done it. 
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Milestone for Allston outreach: first student to attend Harvard
MORE...The university’s Ed Portal opened in 2008 as a conduit to the community. 

Big Papi gets an oceanic namesake
MORE...Add a 15-foot shark to the list of things fans have done to honor David Ortiz. 

Flemmi paints Bulger as a pedophile at trial

MORE...

Stephen “The Rifleman” Flemmi testified that he and James “Whitey” Bulger shared a weakness for

teenaged girls. 

Judge grants police commissioner authority for 100 body cameras

MORE...

The judge ruled that Commissioner Evans has the authority to order 100 Boston police officers to

wear body cameras as part of a pilot program. 

THIRD OF THREE PARTS

Desperately guarding a spark of hope

MORE...

Michael Bourne has decided to stick with his meds. They may save his life, but at the price of not

feeling fully alive. It is a cruel calculus, for him and for many. 

Communities scramble to find emergency water sources

MORE...

On Wednesday, Worcester activated a connection to draw water from the MWRA at a cost of $1.7

million per month. 
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Baker calls for change in treating mentally ill inmates

MORE...

Governor Charlie Baker wants to move the troubled Bridgewater State Hospital away from a prison

model and toward a more clinical approach.

Blistering report details nursing home deaths
MORE...A report into two recent deaths at a Brockton nursing home details a health center in chaos.

Minister in bread ‘penance’ case allegedly had role in other cases

MORE...

The minister at the center of a controversial 2015 sex abuse case at Phillips Exeter was allegedly

involved in mishandling two other cases. 

YVONNE ABRAHAM

Few options for domestic violence victims

MORE...

Like so many domestic violence victims, Wanda Rosa was powerless to separate herself from the

abuser who murdered her.

Can’t wait to vote against [fill in blank here]? Your chance is soon.

MORE...

The “Vote Early Boston” site on Boston.gov provides information on early voting, which runs Oct.

24 through Nov. 4. 

Key reports from Globe’s Spotlight team on clergy sex abuse

MORE...

The Boston Globe’s 2001-2002 investigation into sexual abuses by clergy in the Catholic Church

resulted in more than 600 stories. 

Boston police crack down on off-road vehicles
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MORE...

The vehicles that are a nuisance to some residents have also been tied to a wide variety of

crimes.

On campus, women outnumber men more than ever

MORE...

Women accounted for 55 percent of undergraduates enrolled at four-year colleges in the United

States as of fall 2014. 

1 dead, 2 injured in Boston shooting

MORE...

Police haven’t officially identified the victims. According to friends, the slain man was 21-year-old

Phillip Woods.

Overcrowded and at risk: A way of life and, sometimes, death for student
tenants

MORE...

Every year they come, thousands of students whose dreams help drive Boston, but who must

increasingly scrounge for housing off campus. A Globe investigation finds they are easy targets for scofflaw

landlords whom the city seems unable, or unwilling, to control. 

Death toll mounts for bicyclists on Boston’s streets

MORE...

At least 13 people have been killed while bicycling on city streets in the last five years, ranging in

age from 8 to 74. 

Duane Graveline, 85, doctor who was forced out as an astronaut
MORE...Dr. Graveline became an author but his later career as a doctor was marred by scandal.
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Eyes turn anew to Martin Walsh’s longtime partner

MORE...

Lorrie Higgins, Walsh’s girlfriend for the past eight years, has been supportive of the mayor-elect’s

political career.

Hernandez appears on witness-intimidation charge

MORE...

Aaron Hernandez was arraigned on a witness intimidation charge brought by Suffolk prosecutors

for allegedly shooting Alexander Bradley.

Mafia induction recording made history 26 years ago in Medford

MORE...

Captured 26 years ago Thursday, this is the first and only Mafia induction ceremony recorded by

law enforcement.

Boston boosts diversity in preparing for exam school tests

MORE...

Boston’s school system this year made an effort to recruit black and Latino students to the Exam

School Initiative. 

Winthrop official takes 7-way state Senate race

MORE...

Joseph Boncore beat out a crowded field in the Democratic primary, according to unofficial

results.

For bombing suspect’s nurses, angst gave way to duty

MORE...

The nurses assigned to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev at Beth Israel Deaconess did what they had to do, and

did it well. 

Michel C. Bergerac, 84, executive who made over Revlon
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MORE...

Mr. Bergerac diversified cosmetics giant’s holdings before losing a battle for control of the

company.

Charmian Carr, 73; portrayed Liesl in ‘The Sound of Music’

MORE...

Ms. Carr fully embraced audiences’ reverence for the musical, frequently appearing at sing-a-long

performances.

A cyclist’s mecca, with lessons for Boston

MORE...

By innovating ways for cars and bikes to share the road, the Dutch have set the safety standard.

How good is your child’s school district? These numbers are a place to start

MORE...

Data on spending per student, average class size, SAT scores, attendance rates, and more, are

available from the state’s Education Department. 

Justina Pelletier heads home after judge ends state custody

MORE...

Pelletier will be in the custody of her parents Wednesday, ending a 16-month battle with Mass. over

control of the teen. 

Plum Island sewer system failure settled for $5.5m

MORE...

The sewer system failed in February 2015 after a series of storms battered the barrier island,

leaving many families displaced.

Drought’s effects mount as dry weather continues
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MORE...

The results of the drought are being felt throughout the region, including by wildlife and plants.

Criminal immigrants reoffend at higher rates than ICE has suggested

MORE...

A Globe review of 323 criminals released in New England from 2008 to 2012 found that as many as

30 percent committed new offenses. 

15-year-old boy shot, critically wounded in South Boston

MORE...

The teen was shot late Monday on Gavin Way in the Mary Ellen McCormack state housing

development.

MBTA to subsidize Uber, Lyft rides for customers with disabilities

MORE...

The first-of-its-kind partnership reflects a growing relationship between public agencies and ride-

for-hire firms. 

Executives outnumber parents on Mass. charter school boards

MORE...

A report found found that 31 percent of board members are with the financial and corporate sectors and 14

percent are parents. 

State Senate votes to remove FID requirement for pepper spray

MORE...

The state House and Senate are on record unanimously supporting access to the spray without a firearm

identification card.

CATCHING UP WITH

Catching Up With ... Pam Kuong, Wellesley High/Ohio Wesleyan athletics
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MORE...

A senior vice president at Bank of America, she will tee off in her fifth USGA Senior Women’s

Amateur Saturday.

City teaching-training effort didn’t have state approval

MORE...

The stumble is a setback for a program that aims to increase the diversity of Boston’s teaching

force. 

Strange visitor from the South (a manatee) is spotted off Cape Cod

MORE...

At least a half-dozen sightings have been reported since mid-August of a manatee that probably

ambled up the East Coast from Florida. 

West Roxbury gas pipeline proposal draws fire

MORE...

Residents fear the underground transmission pipeline could one day rupture because of relentless

blasting at a quarry. 

EVAN HOROWITZ

Why counting cards in blackjack can tip the odds

MORE...

Blackjack is a game where the only winning strategy is to play smart, play long, and play

deliberately. 

9/11: 10 YEARS ON

Little noted, they bear scars of that day

MORE...

At the ticket counter and beyond, Logan workers were left to come to terms on their own, or to try,

after the events of that day roared into history.
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MIT eases workload, offers support after recent suicides

MORE...

The suicides of four students within the past year have prompted soul-searching among those at the

university concerning stress.

Mass. granted permanent custody of Justina Pelletier

MORE...

The judge’s four-page decision in the custody case of the Conn. teen was remarkable for its detail

and forcefulness.

MIT’s fallen officer built enduring connections

MORE...

Sean Collier, 26, was shot multiple times in a late-night confrontation with, officials believe, the two

men responsible for the Boston Marathon bombings.

First-year Tufts student dies in downtown Boston
MORE...Alex Bhak was a first year student in the school of arts and sciences. 

Concern mounts on opioid crisis’ toll on children

MORE...

Doctors, judges, and drug counselors say they are seeing more cases of neglect and abuse of children due to

opioid-addicted parents. 

MassHealth to pay for hepatitis C drugs for all infected members

MORE...

The state had previously required that many patients show evidence of liver damage before it would pay for the

powerful drugs.

John Saunders, longtime voice on ESPN
Mr. Saunders was a familiar presence on fall Saturdays as the host of ABC’s studio coverage of
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MORE...college football and the ESPN show “College Football Live.”

A tale of two inns, three centuries of history
MORE...The Wayside in Sudbury and the Colonial in Concord honor the past and look to the future.

Boston Police salaries
MORE...

St. Columbkille school rebounds with help from Boston College

MORE...

The Brighton school hopes to serve as a model for Catholic schools not just in Boston but across the

country.

ADRIAN WALKER

Controversy again engulfs Roxbury Community College

MORE...

The firing of Keith McDermott, the longtime head of the Reggie Lewis Track and Athletic Center,

has unleashed a controversy.

FROM THE ARCHIVES | MAY 4, 2003

Doubt cast over Tiffany Moore verdict

MORE...

The 911 call came in to Boston police at 9:22 p.m. “There’s a little girl shot on Humboldt Ave!” Screams and

shrieks swirled in the background as the woman caller continued: “Oh God! Oh, the little girl on the ground,

shot!”It was Aug. 19, 1988, a sultry night in the Grove Hall section of Roxbury. The girl on the ground was

Darlene Tiffany Moore, a 12-year-old who moments before was perched on a mailbox, talking with friends.

Blood poured from three bullet wounds. One - to the head - was the wound a medical examiner termed

“incompatible with life.”
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No mercy in mental health system, even for children

MORE...

One girl was recently stranded in South Shore Hospital for 52 days, waiting for a miracle: a bed in a

residential program, her only path to treatment.

Report says BLS did not adequately probe racial slur

MORE...

A Boston Public Schools report faulted Boston Latin after a student made a threatening remark to

another student. 

One charge dropped against lawyer in boat accident

MORE...

Further investigation allegedly showed another man was at the helm of the Naut Guilty when a

woman’s arm was severed.

Database of accused clergy in Boston Archdiocese

MORE...

At least 271 clergy have been publicly accused of child sex abuse in the Boston Archdiocese,

according to a Globe review.
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The fight isn’t going Clinton’s way

Why do so many veterinarians commit suicide?
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